
INVEST IN FLORENCE

The information regarding the areas of Urban Transformation in the files are derived from the actual City Urban Plan dated 31.10.2021; some files provide, as 
an example, a few graphic works of project planning also previous to the approval of the Urban Plan.



Florence in movement

Green Florence

Florence world city

Livable Florence

Florence at the top

Managing Florence

Florence zero volume

INVEST IN FLORENCE

Florence, city of opportunities

2°

1°

1°

2°

2°

ATTRACTION

in Italian smart cities
(ICity Rate)

NEW TRANSFORMABLE AREAS
CERTAIN RULES
CERTAIN OF TIMES

INVESTMENTS 750 MILLIONS EURO

NEW JOBS 7,500

Accomplished over 50% (within June 2020)
Adaptable designations
Rewards in case of demolition and relocation

REQUALIFICATION AND RELOCATION 800,000 smq
URBAN PLAN 2015 - 2020

Agenda Digitale 2019 
(Osservatorio Agenda Digitale 2019

Politecnico di Milano)

in Italian 
digital transformation cities

(ICityrank 2019)

destination in Italy
(Trip Advisor)

in European city destination
(Travel Leisure World’s

Best Awards 2019)

in Italy2Invest
(Nomisma)

ICT

TOURISM

NEW URBAN PLAN IN PROGRESS

UNESCO SITES 15

65 -35%

54% 20.69sqm

400,000sqm 23

88

8 10

37395

(within 150 km)

sights and landmarks museums

great events festivals

art galleries

TOURIST SITES

MAIN INTERNATIONAL 
EVENTS

Waste separation area (European target:
-40% by 2030) 

Recycled waste Green areas
per inhabitant

Pedestrian areas Free cold sparkling
 water dispenser

SCCR 3,754

32,000 2,260

1,100 280km

Smart City Control Room 
(multilevel governance)

Traffic lights

Led lighting 
(within  2019)

Hotspots

Video cameras Optical fibre

CITY BUSES E-MOBILITY

CAR & BIKE SHARING 

600

1/1,000

4,000

100

8

Last generation fleet
(average 5 years)

cars (220 electric)
(within 2020)
taxi (10% of the fleet)

electric recharge spot
per inhabitants

bikes (free flow) super fast recharge
(6 for the e-taxi fleet)

1 operator

4 operatoes

TRAMWAY

AIRPORT

HIGH SPEED TRAINS

Lines 1, 2, 3 fully operational (T1 e T2)
Line 4 and extension of line 2 Sesto Fiorentino in planning
Investments: 1.35 billion for tramlines

Investments: 420 mln on Florence airport
520 mln on Tuscany airports
Expected passengers increase: +73%
Expected new jobs: 4,000

Florence > Milan 1h40
Florence > Rome 1h30
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MAIN AREAS OF URBAN RENOVATION
Florence, city of opportunities

The complex consists of the Vivarelli - Colonna palace with an 
adjoining garden, and another adjacent building connected to the 
main one. The main facade with the entrance is on Via Ghibellina, 
with a facade that is characterised by various elements of value. 
The heart of the complex is, however, an Italian garden, which 
is overlooked by all the buildings, decorated with a circular 
ount in in ine it t e co onn e on t e roun floor n

ount in. n t e roun floor t ere is s cious entr nce
which is characterised and embellished by a big staircase, a 
double colonnade is also located at the entrance looking into the 
r en t e rooms on t e first floor o t e ui in re com ete

frescoed. The building is in excellent condition, and for location 
and characteristics of intrinsic merit, lends itself to being used 
s t e e u rters o fice o i re resent tives. t s ou e

stressed the presence of a driveway and some parking spaces.

4.400

3.600

4.400
1500

In the heart of the historical centre of Florence, just a few 
minutes from the Santa Maria Novella railway station, near the
Avenues of the Ring Road and the underground parking of S.
Ambrogio and Beccaria

1) The front entrance on Via Ghibellina

2) Many of the inside rooms are frescoed

oor n o roun oor ic s o s t e st n r con ur tion o t e t i n
garden and driveway

VIVARELLI COLONNA 0001
mq

mq

4.400

Via Ghibellina

private pubblic

ui in i entifie s u tur sset

02/04/2020

Maintaining of existing green spaces

Property of great value, with frescoes and architectural 
details

Interior Italian garden in excellent condition

Distribution system already adapted to the intended use

Direct intervention

Centrally located, highly accessible

residential

office

retail

industrial

tourism
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DANGERS
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MAIN AREAS OF URBAN RENOVATION
Florence, city of opportunities

In the Middle Ages the mills were at the base of the complex system 
of production and, therefore, trade and economic development. In 
the city of Florence, its surroundings and other cities of Tuscany, 
there were many. One of the most important systems of fulling mills, 
built in the mid-fourteenth century, is Remole, located beside the 
River Arno, in correspondence to the Sieci village.
The whole complex of hydraulic structures remained substantially 
unchanged.
Owned by the Albizzi, Rucellai and Valori families, in 1541 the 
Remole building was purchased by the Wool Guild, who ran 
the activities of the fulling mills until 1728, when, following its 
suppression, the plants became part of the assets of Santa Maria 
del Fiore.
In the Napoleonic period the fulling of Remole was taken over by 
the Florence Chamber of Commerce, and it is currently owned 
by the City of Florence although rising in the territory of Bagno 
a Ripoli. The Gualchiera (the building facing the river Arno) has a 
consistenc o out s u re meters o ross floor re t e
parallel building has a residential destination and a consistency of 
out s u re meters o ross floor re .

3.300

46.400

3.300
1425

20 minutes driving from Firenze Sud highway tollbooth

1) View of the complex

2) Partial view of one of the towers

3) View of the village

0006
mq

mq

via di Rosano, Bagno a Ripoli

Implementation Plan with the Convention with the 
Municipal Administration and Business Plan

Assigned mission: promoting the Arno river and its
banks

Construction of a multipurpose facility for the promotion
of the territory

Allocation of parking lots according to the destinations
being received in the real estate complex

Strategic location in a naturalistic value context

Participation in the restoration and management of a
high cultural value complex

Monumental archaeological real estate settlement

publicprivate

residential

office

retail

industrial

tourism

02/04/2020

LE GUALCHIERE
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MAIN AREAS OF URBAN RENOVATION
Florence, city of opportunities

oc te in t e istoric entre o orence nesco or erit e
Site since 1982) borders on the east side with the Boboli Gardens.
The area consists of a building along via Romana which includes the 
gate and the driveway and another more recent building inside the 
courtyard, which was built in 1961 demolishing a former structure.
This new building according to the Urban Plan could be demolished
and rebuilt following certain prescriptions.
e t o ui in s ic eve o m in on t e roun floor

somet imes ve n un er roun floor too n in t t c se so
s i t r ise roun floor ove it.
From 1948 until june 2016 the location was used by Cereria Strozzi 
for the industrial production of wax candles, then for the production 
of cloth discs for polishing machines recycling military uniforms 
coming from Italy or the USA.

2.070

2.070

2.865

2.070

1961

5 km away from A1 highway access Firenze Impruneta and 
from freeway 3 Firenze Siena.
e t to ort om n u o t e m in tr fic stre m on t e

city boulevards.

Prestigious location in the historical centre

Archeological restrinction

The project requires special attention due to the
landscape’s particular value

Fiseable huge architectural renovation

1) View of the inner courtyard before the 1961 renovation

2) View of the actual inner courtyard

3) View of the entrance gate on Romana street

ROMANA 0009
mq

mq

via Romana, 105r

publicprivate

02/04/2020

residential

office

retail

industrial

tourism
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MAIN AREAS OF URBAN RENOVATION

Florence, city of opportunities

Built between 1960 and 1962 according to a project by architect 
Piero Grassi, which was presented by the owners of the area: 
S.A.C.E.T. and the S. Cristofano Parish Church, the latter aimed to 
swap this new building with a piece of land next to the church to 
be used by the parishers for social activities.
The building is located in an area on the western side of the 
city, which used to host many factories, like Fiat and Carapelli, 
and that nowadays is under huge transformation. It is part of the 
recently developed residential area along Baracca street.
The estate in this form, wich was used as garage until 2002, 
is oc te in t e un er roun floor o t e n ove st n in
residential building. It has got exclusive driveways both on 
Baracca street and Vecchi street.
Dismissed since 2002.

2.460

2.460

2.460

1960

300 m from line 2 Tramway stop; along the bycycle path under 
construction; 2,5 km away from both the Amerigo Vespucci 
Airport and from the A1 highway; 3,5 km from both Rifredi and 
Santa Maria Novella Railways Stations.

Included within a highly populated residential and
multifunctional area

In the western side of the city currently under heavy
strategic transformation

1) Driveway on Baracca street

2) Driveway on Vecchi street

o t e un er roun floor

BARACCA - VECCHI 0010
mq

via Baracca, 134

publicprivate

02/04/2020

residential

office

retail

industrial

tourism
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MAIN AREAS OF URBAN TRANSFORMATION
Florence, city of opportunities

The investment opportunity includes four real estate complexes: 
Mille, Undici Agosto, Pratese, Michelacci owned by Ataf S.p.A. (82% 
owned by the Municipality of Florence) used for bus depots.
Restriction on all local public transport service buildings imposed by 
the Tuscany Region. 
e first re i e is oc te in re omin nt resi enti conte t.
e ui in is recent n most c ssifie incon ruous t e

existing urban planning tool. 
e erio o first sett ement s t t e en o centur urt er

mo ific tions ere m in urin t e si ties o centur
The settlement in which the other three real estate complexes falls 
in recent and prevalently industrial and artisanal, commercial, 
managerial and tourist receptive. Target constraint to collective 
service imposed by the existing urban planning tool.

52.200

20.600
1800/1960

e first re is oc te in str te ic osition ue to its ro imit to
the ring roads, the city center and the Campo di Marte railways station. 
The other areas are located in the north-west area of   the city near the 
airport, the A1 Firenze Nord exit of the Firenze Castello station and the 
route of the tramway line 2 under construction.

90% of the amount of the rent derives from lease to Ataf 
estioni oc u ic r ns ort m n er .

A single Call of Tender for the four ATAF properties 

Restriction on all local public transport service build-
ings imposed by the Tuscany Region. 

1) Aereal view of the depots, Viale Undici Agosto

2) Aereal view of the depots, Via Pratese

3) Aereal view of the depots, Via Michelacci

BUS DEPOTS AND OFFICES 0011
mq

mq

i e ei i e i e osto vi r tese i omenico ic e cci

publicprivate

02/04/2020

20.600

residential

office

retail

industrial

tourism

PUBLIC SERVICES AREAS
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MAIN AREAS OF URBAN RENOVATION
Florence, city of opportunities

The complex, consisting of multiple buildings and large open areas, 
which housed a printing ink company until 2013, is located in the 
north-west area of the city that is still affected by major plans of 
transformation, implementation works of the infrastructural system 
and an  overall rationalization of vehicles and cycle-pedestrian  
mobility. 
On the border with the newly rebuilt Castello area, which was recently 
re eve o e it is i entifie s rt o t e recent sett ement s
special area, susceptible to intervention up to  demolition and 
reconstruction with the possibility, under certain conditions, of a one-
off extension up to 20% of the existing useful area.
The complex consists of a larger lot that houses various buildings 
once used as manufacturing and  directional buildings, concierge 
accommodation, annexes and outbuildings of relevance as well as 
areas used for parking and access road. It includes also a free lot of 
smaller size on the other side of the street.

16.400

16.400

44.000

16.400

1968

The area is located in the north-west part of the city, 2 kilometers from the 
Amerigo Vespucci airport and the motorway network, 3 kilometers from the 
Castello railway station and 1.7 kilometers from the tramway network 2, in 
operation, which connects the Amerigo Vespucci airport with the city center.

Strategic placement in the urban chessboard with 
respect to the existing and project mobility system

Proximity to existing production and project areas

Recent special construction for which ample possibili-
ties for intervention are allowed

1) View of the driveway entrance to the area from Via delle Due Case

ie o t e ui in or o fice s ce

3) View of the sheds

DELLE DUE CASE - UNDICI AGOSTO 0012
mq

mq

Via delle Due Case, Viale Undici Agosto

publicprivate

02/04/2020
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office

retail

industrial

tourism
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MAIN AREAS OF URBAN RENOVATION
Florence, city of opportunities

VILLA DELLE TERME 0014
Viale Mazzini, 39, 41, 43 | Via Repetti, 1

e est te c e i e e erme is oc te on t e e e nt
Mazzini Boulevard which, together with the city’s ring roads and 
other important public works, was designed by architect Giuseppe 
Poggi when Florence was the  Capital of Italy (1865 - 1871). 
i e m n ot er u er mi e c ss vi s t e ori in core o t e

building is part of the historic system along the ring avenues.  Its 
e nsion tes c to t e first o t e t entiet centur .
The complex has external spaces and vehicular and pedestrian 
accesses both on Viale Mazzini and on Via Repetti. As proven 
by the conformation of the internal spaces, the property was 
originally conceived as a private healthcare facility.
e re est te com e s re s over our floors one o ic is

basement, and has a multiple services designation that includes  
the possibility of a training centre or a temporary hospitality 
facility such as a student hotel.

2.900

2.900

2.900
around 1910

Due to its proximity to the ring avenues and the Campo di 
Marte railways station, the building is strategically located. The 
city center can also be reached in a few minutes on foot.

private

The accessibility to the area is excellent by both public 
and private transports

The planimetric system and the conformation of the 
block are well suited  for the most varied uses

The real estate complex is located in a prestigious, 
nineteenth-century residential area

1) The driveway entrance on Viale Mazzini

2) View of the front on via Repetti

3) One of the entrances to the building on via Repetti

smq

public

14/04/2020

residential

office

retail

industrial

tourism

1.500 smq
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MAIN AREAS OF URBAN TRANSFORMATION
Florence, city of opportunities
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2.200

2.200

5.502

2.200
1550MASSONI 0104

mq

mq

Via dei Massoni, 10 

private public

02/04/2020

The architectural complex, the result of many transformations 
over t e centuries occu ies t e re ere t e first convent o
the Padri Cappuccini settled in Florence in 1536. It has become 
the property of the Marquis Rosselli Del Turco as a result of the 
downsizing of religious institutes ordered by the grand ducal 
government, which authorized its use by the Suore Stimmatine 
in 1855 and the same was donated to them in 1969 by the 
heirs. The convent was decommissioned in 2005, and in the 
same manner the farm buildings were abandoned by tenants of 
agricultural funds, while the Town Planning Regulation provides 
for the complex the change of use to the residence.

In the north-west of Florence, next to the line that connects 
Florence with Sesto-Calenzano, about 2 km from the Careggi 
stop of the new Tramway - line 3

oc te in i n nor mic conte t

Particular attention required in the insertion of parking 
spaces

Insertion of parking lots in proportion to the built area

The project requires special attention due to the land-
scape’s particular value

ui in s i entifie s u tur sset in t e re

r e re o re ev nce it ossi i it to ui r in
lots and green spaces

Near the Policlinico di Careggi

Direct building intervention with agreement

1) Site plan of the complex with a green area of   relevance

2) View of the entrance on Via dei Massoni

3) Plan of the Ground Floor, with the articulated structure that is built around two 
inner courtyards

residential

office

retail

industrial

tourism
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7.200

7.200

36.714

7.200
1400POGGIOSECCO 0106

mq

mq

Via Incontri

private public

02/04/2020

The complex is located in one of the most prestigious hilly 
areas of Florence’s landscape and environment, to the east of 
the main hospital of Careggi, characterised by the presence of 
buildings mostly of isolated character with large adjacent plots 
of land intended for typical crops, as well as parks and gardens. 
It mainly consists of two buildings: Villa San Giuseppe, of the 
fi teent centur n not er ess v u e ui in in ition
to a large wooded park. For a long time used as a hospital, it 
was abandoned in 2000. The objective of the transformation is 
the recovery of the residential real estate and the adjacent park, 
with an intervention that promises high quality for the context, the 
characteristics of the property and the surrounding green area.

In the north-west of Florence, close to the line of the Tramway 
n. 1, about 5 km from the Airport and from the Motorway A1

Hilly and panoramic position

The project requires special attention due to the 
landscape’s particular value

Insertion of parking lots in proportion to the residential 
area

Over three acres of adjacent wooded park 

Proximity to the Main Hospital of Careggi 

Great architectural value of the structure

Direct building intervention with agreement

1) View on Via degli Incontri, with architectural elements of merit

2) Site plan with the Villa (north-east) and the secondary building

3) Plan of the First Floor of the House, that highlights the simple spatial distribution

residential

office

retail

industrial

tourism
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4.600

2.484

2.116

7.592

4.600

1400/1930

private

PEPI 01 17
mq

mq

Viale Gaetano Pieraccini, 30

public

02/04/2020

The complex, owned by the Azienda Ospedaliera Universitaria 
Careggi, is located close to the Villa Medici at Careggi, bordering 
the Meyer Hospital complex. It consists of the villa,whose historical 
core dates back to the 15th century and to which in the sixties a 
new building was placed against, the cottage Tense (1935), other 
smaller buildings such as rural annexes, and the building that 
housed the Aula Magna. During the Second World War, the house 
s n one n occu ie first t e erm ns n t en

the British, and in 1948 was again a boarding school. The nursing 
school continued its activities in the complex until 2010. Currently, 
it is largely unused,only the cottage is temporarily leased to the 
Azienda Ospedaliera Meyer. For its type and location, the complex 
is suitable as a tourist accommodation or residential use.

In the north-west of Florence, near the Tramway, 5 km from the 
Airport and the Firenze Nord exit on A1 Highway  

Hilly and panoramic location

Special attention in the location of parking spaces

Insertion of parking lots in the extent of the residential 
area, the number of apartments and rooms

Maximum number of above-ground levels of the rebuilt 
buildings: 2

The project requires special attention due to the 
landscape’s particular value

Proximity to the Main Hospital of Florence, Careggi

r e cent re

Direct building intervention with agreement

1) Floor plan: location of the complex in the Ospedale di Careggi area

2) Site plan of the complex with the adjacent area and historical articulation of the 
different parts

3) View of the inner garden
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SAN PAOLO 0118
Via della Piazzuola, 43

2.800

9.400

2.800

1600

private

The renovation project must be particularly accurate due 
to the protected landscape limitations

Obligatory parking spaces must be provided 
proportioned to the built up area

mq

mq

public

30/06/2021

e est te n me i ino n o o or e i o i is
immersed in the woods on the slopes of the northern hill of the 
Cure neighbourhood.
The estate, built in the 17th century, was transformed after the 
purchase by the Barnabite Friars in 1931 and the following 
expansions and the reconstruction of the ruines.
e ui in consists o t ree ove roun floors n sm

underground portion.
The property is enclosed in an area limited by via della Piazzuola, 
via Dino Compagni e la Chiesa della Beata Vergine Maria Madre 
della Divina Provvidenza.
The estate has been designated mainly for education and 
services. The structure, after the recent dismission as university 
and student accomodation, is suitable, due to its typology and 
location, for a hotel designation.

oc te m rom t e t o m in ccess ro s comin
from North, via Faentina and via Bolognese, 1,7 km from the 
ring boulevards and 8 km from the South Florence highway exit

High quality estate in quiet green area at the foothills

Half way between Fiesole and Firenze

1) North view

2)View of the Villa from via della Piazzuola

3) View of the entrance from via della Piazzuola
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office

retail
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3.100

3.772

3.100
1800/1940ARETINA 0301

mq

mq

3.100

Via Aretina 279

private public

02/04/2020

The transformation involves a set of buildings built between the 
frieze building in via Aretina and the railroad in the area of   natural 
commercial centre of the so-called square of Varlungo, created as 
resu t o t e com etition ree s u res or orence .

Mainly used as stores and warehouses of commercial activities, 
the complex of buildings has been abandoned since 2010. Given 
the proximity of the railway and the poor accessibility of the area, 
it is rovi e or t e tr ns orm tion it c n e to o fice use
including private service activities, destination that includes a 
wide range of service activities that do not generate an excessive 
town planning load; the transformation is carried out through 
building renovation of existing volumes

At about 1.5 km from the High Speed Station of Campo di 
Marte; a 10-minute bus ride from the centre of Florence

Proximity to areas of high commercial attraction

Insertion of parking spaces in proportion to the 
directional area

Presence of an internal courtyard usable for parking 
spaces and related areas

Urban context of recent accommodation

Direct building intervention with agreement

1) View of the entrance from via Aretina

2) View of the central courtyard that links the various buildings

3) Interior view of one of the abandoned buildings, with wooden cover
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3.200

2.080

1.120

636

3.200
1970EX ENEL COLOMBO 0306

mq

mq

un rno risto oro o om o.

private public

02/04/2020

e ro ert over oo in t e un rno o om o is rt o t e so
called ex Enel complex, originally built for the residence and later 
adapted for directional use. The complex is now only partially 
used, and can again provide the original residential use as a 
main function, complemented by adequate services, particularly 
parking lots, of which there is a shortage today. A construction 
renovation is foreseen, however, given the nature of the building, 
it is expected to be rather slight and aimed mainly at improving 
the energy performance. The complex overlooks an internal, fully 
fenced courtyard and with condominium green spaces, part of 
which may be useful for the construction of adjacent parking 
spaces.

At about 2 km from the High Speed   Train - Campo di Marte; 
about 4 km from the South Florence tollbooth of the A1 Milan-
Naples Highway, a few minutes walk from the centre of Florence

Inserting parking spaces in proportion to the residential 
n o fice re s

Requires moderate building interventions 

Proximity to the town centre and the Oltrarno

Adjacent area closed with green spaces

Direct building intervention with agreement

1) Overall view of the complex and its lively articulation

2) Entrance to the central courtyard, fenced and equipped with green spaces of 
condominium use

t n r floor n ic i i ts t e rticu r s e o t e ro ert

Position near the Arno River with panoramic views
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03 07EX FRANCHI
Via Ambrosoli, 32

5.000

25.150

5.000
1970

mq

mq

private public

5.000

02/04/2020

1) View of the car park and the existing buildings the transformation of which is 
assumed

2) Site plan of a design hypothesis that involves the insertion of an average sales 
structure, with services and warehouses

3) Overall view of the above design hypothesis, wich evidences the green parking 
area

t is ui in s com e o si nific nt si e oc te ne r t e rno
River, bordered to the east by the viaduct Varlungo and to the west 
by the river Mensola. Born as the seat of the Fratelli Franchi textile 
factory, activity disused since 1992, recovered in more recent 
times, it is currently occupied by warehouses, workshops, artisans 
and wholesalepremises. The objective of the transformation 
is to keep in most of the complex the production destination 
by allowing the establishment of a retail commercial structure 
(average sales structure), in fact the location and morphology of 
the building can be adapted to accommodate this new feature 
also because of its easy accessibility.

Excellent accessibility

Insertion of a path between the pedestrian area in 
question and the Mensola stream

Plant trees along Viale Dalla Chiesa

Insertion of parking lots in proportion to the retail and 
sale areas 

Max retail area 2.500 mq

The project requires special attention due to the land-
scape’s particular value

Structure in part already adjusted

Proximity to the river Arno and the related river park

Direct building intervention with agreement

r e re o re ev nce in rt re e ui e it
a parking

1 km from the Firenze Sud exit from the Milano-Napoli A1 
Highway, on the axis that connects Florence with Pontassieve, 
on t e ine o t e tr m ine in t e esi n se
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5.300

5.300

4.281

5.300
1600MONTE OLIVETO 0403

mq

mq

Via di Monte Oliveto, 76

ui in i entifie s u tur sset

private public

20/01/2019

Originally an Olivetan convent, the complex of Monte Oliveto 
was used as a military hospital from the nineteenth century to 
the 90s and was abandoned in 1997. The building has already 
obtained authorisation from the competent Directorate General 
on alienation and the subsequent re-use for residential purposes, 
an intended use also deemed compatible from a town planning 
point of view, given its location in a hilly area among   the most 
prized of Florence, and the architectural and historical value of 
the complex.

In the south area of Florence, near the ring road boulevards 
i e ei o i out m rom t e r m ine

1) South View of the historical Complex

2) Partial view from an entry street

3) City view from a window

Insertion of parking lots in proportion to the residential 
area

The project requires special attention due to the 
landscape’s particular value

Residential context of great value

Building of architectural and historical value

Direct building intervention with agreement

Hilly and scenic location
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3.200

3.200

5.814

3.200
1700VERANELLA 0502

mq

mq

Via San Felice a Ema

private public

02/04/2020

It is an eighteenth-century complex, originally born as a farm of 
the college of Poggio Imperiale and subsequently transformed 
into a villa dedicated to the reception of guests at the boarding 
school, since 1962, it hosts a Health Assistance Residence, for 
the exercise of which a new building was erected in a tergal 
position with respect to the main building, which preserves 
historical and architectural value. Held for sale due to inability 
to adapt to existing standards for the established function, the 
complex is well suited for placement and type, to assume the 
residential function, also enriched by the proximity to the complex 
of the College of Poggio Imperiale and the Viale dei Colli. The new 
destination is to be carried out through conservative interventions 
for the property of architectural and historical value, and the 
demolition and reconstruction for the remainder.

In the south-west of Florence, close to the future expansion of 
the line of the tramway n. 1, about 4 km from the Impruneta 
exit of Highway A1

oc te in i n nor mic conte t

Insertion of parking lots in proportion to the residential 
area and the number of apartments

A special attention is required in the insertion of parking 
lots

The project requires special attention due to the land-
scape’s particular value

r e cent re it ossi i ities to cre te r in
spaces and green areas

Near the scenic ring of Florence (Viale dei Colli)

Direct building intervention with agreement

1) Plan of the complex; to the east, the Piazzale del Poggio Imperiale, with the 
homonymous College, which is the starting point of the panoramic Viale dei Colli 
leading to Piazzale Michelangelo

2) View of the newer part of the complex, which can be demolished and rebuilt

ver floor n t t i i ts t e ro e tern re
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OMBRELLINO 0506
Piazza di Bellosguardo, 11-12

2.900

2.900

13.982

2.900

1300

private

mq

mq

public

02/04/2020

e com e o i e m re ino notifie ursu nt s
42/2004,is set on the Bellosguardo hill,in an area of great 
landscape value. The complex consists of the monumental villa 
dating back to the end of the 14th century, of the caretaker’s 
house,the large auditorium and of the more than one hectare park. 
The villa hosted many famous people, from Galileo to Foscolo, from 
Marcellin Desboutin to Charles Eliot Norton,from Violet Trefesis to 
Winston Churchill. In 1974 the entire complex was bought by 
the National Old-Age Pension Insurance for doctors (ENPAM) 
which brought many changes to the villa and transformed the 
original residential use in a convention centre. Among the various 
interventions of this period there was the construction of the 
auditorium in the southern part of the park, covered with a roof 
terrace. Today this last intervention is considered incongruous, 
and then the demolition and reconstruction are allowed.

In the hilly southern part of Florence, reachable from the pano-
ramic Viale dei Colli (South Ring Road)

Hilly and panoramic position of high value 

Special attention in the location of the parking lots

Inserting of parking lots in proportion to the residential 
area and to the number of apartments

The project requires special attention due to the 
landscape’s particular value

ui in s i entifie s u tur sset in t e re

imum ei t or t e re ui t ui in floor

Historic-architectural building of prestige

r e r it r in s ces n n sc in

Direct building intervention with agreement

1) Borders of the property and adjiacent area

2) Floor plan of the complex( portions in light blue)

3) View of the Auditorium of recent construction with roof terrace
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LUPI DI TOSCANA 0608
Viale Pietro Nenni, via del Ronco Corto

53.000

332.063

33.000

1940

private

mq

mq

public

02/04/2020

e est te com e ormer rr c u i i osc n situ te in
the south west suburb of Florence, bordering with the Municipality 
of Scandicci. The property, abandoned for many years, is part of a 
wider area, mainly free, whose enhancement will be carried through 
an international competition, with the aim  of realizing a new mainly 
residential settlement. The Commander Building, situated at the 
entrance of the area on via di Scandicci, was declared of cultural 
interest. The dimension of the intervention and the many foreseen 
designations make this urban recovery project one of the most 
si nific nts in t e cit .
According to the previsions requested in the tender, the winning 
ro ect o t e ntern tion com etition o i e s ere riefl

summarised, provides the realization in autonomy of the public 
part.
The aim is to create a piece of contemporary city related to the 
surrounding context. The transformation of the area will take place 
ter t e rov o mo ific tion o t e current ur n n.

In the south-west of Florence, 2km from Scandicci exit on A1 
Highway, it is served by Tramawy - line1 - a few minutes’s ride 
from Santa Maria Novella Railway Station to Scandicci city 
centre.

The largest area in Florence to restore, with wide open 
spaces

Most of the remanufactured residential area must be 
allocated to social housing

m rt nnin i ener e ficienc

Excellent accessability because of the Tramway and the 
connecting streets 

oc te in ense in ite re

1) Current view of the complex

2) Project plan

3) This graphic table  highlights the consistency of the public area, which can be 
realized separately through public tender
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MURICCE 1 0806
Via delle Muricce, Viale Etruria

5.000

5.000

13.386

10.000

1870

private

mq

mq

public

02/04/2020

The transformation involves a building complex that includes the 
old Campolmi factories dating back to 1870 and abandoned 
in 1985.Today the area needs a renovation,no longer to be 
postponed,to restore dignity to an area located at the west 
entrance of the city,to secure the stability of the former factory 
and to improve the allocation of public spaces. The planned 
solution requires the preservation of the former Campolmi factory 
ruins which are the core of the entire project set in a large green 
park.Moreover,the dimension of the area is suitable for different 
types of the new residential buildings

In the south-west of Florence, about 1.5km from the Firenze 
Scandicci exit on the A1 Milan-Naples Highway and from the 
entr nce o t e i circu tion ro

Excellent accessibility

Construction of a stretch of road for the access to the 
neighbouring school

Maintenance of the existing ruins as an example of 
industrial archeology

Construction of a parking area for the nearby public 
green area

num er o ove roun floors

Building of historic-industrial value

Implementation Plan: the approval of the City Council is 
not requierd 

1) Overall view of the area: on the right,the new residential buildings of Viale Canova

2) Site plan of the design hypothesis, today outdated, which involved an intervention 
including other areas adjacent the main block

3) Another view of the area ,now awaiting disposal
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33.300

45.504

CARRAIA-GEMINIANI 0902
mq

Via Geminiani - Via di Carraia

private public

29.970

3.330

02/04/2020

t s one o t e e re s o ne construction confirme t e
new schedule of the Municipality of Florence, in the area of urban 
development in the North-West of Florence (Novoli). The project 
covers a large area between Via F. Geminiani, Via di Carraia and 
the Pisa-Florence railway, traversed longitudinally by Via G. Pietri 
t e ro is not o en to ve icu r tr fic ere t ere is on one
ui in t e e o fice o r nc o t e oste t i ne. e

processing area due to its location lends itself to accommodate 
a mix of uses with the prevalence of residential use in addition 
to ot er uses com ti e it it suc s usinesses n o fices.

At 500 m. from the Firenze Nord exit from the A1 Milan-Naples 
Highway, on the axis that connects Florence with Prato and 
Pistoia, it is connected with the Tramway - line 2

1) The access from Via G. Petri (Via Baracca side)

2) View from the Via di Carraia

3) View from Via Gemignani; on the right the surrounding residential buildings

Realization of viability of service to the new site and link 
up with the existing one

Allocation of a quote of social housing 

Distribution of parking lots along the streets, avoiding 
large concentrations

num er o ove roun floors

Proximity to places of interest such as the New Palace of 
ustice erc fir re m s

Inclusion in a developing district with high population 
density

Implementation plan: approval of the City Council is not 
required

Excellent accessibility
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City Manager Department - Municipality of Florence
Arch. Simona Viliani
Piazza S. Croce, 1 50122 Firenze
Tel. +39 055 2767647 
investinflorence@comune.fi.it

10.800

10.800

35.206

11.800
1960EX ESSELUNGA PISTOIESE 0903

mq

mq

Via Pistoiese, 217

private public

04/02/2020

A building complex has been established since 1961, designed 
for a food bakery production plant, warehouses, workshops, 
o fices cross ro re su ect o tr ns orm tion over oo in
vi istoiese. e rem inin ortion oc te sout o t e first is
occu ie oot fie or m teur use. iven t e is os
of the asset that has already found a new location outside 
the municipality area, the goal of the transformation is then to 
ive ne ur n confi ur tion to t e re t rou com ete

reorganisation of intervention in order to create, along with the 
residential settlement, open spaces of connection, used as 
furnished and sports green spaces; it is a new part of the city, 
in the context of one of the largest expansions of residential 
Florence, now in social and urban growth.

At about 3 km from the Firenze Nord exit of the A1 Milan-
Naples Highway, along the route that connects Florence with 
Prato and Pistoia, on the route of the future Tramway - line 4

Potential for a small neighbourhood of residence and 
integrated services

To create driveways to realise connections with the 
existing road network

Allocation of a quote of social housing

To create public parks near via San Biagio a Petriolo 
and public parking near via Piemonte

o ui oot fie in ce o t e e istin u ic
green area

Concession of the areas necessary for the passage of 
Tramway - line 4

Good accessibility

Implementation Plan: approval of the City Council is 
not required

1) Views of the existing complex, in poor condition

2) More images of existing buildings to be demolished

3) Plan of the building complex and the adjacent uncovered areas
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GORI 0932
Viale Gori, via di Carraia, via Sgambati

30.200

26.000

30.200

1984

private

Obligatory parking spaces must be provided 
proportioned to the designations

mq

mq

public

30/06/2021

e est te n me nifico is enc ose in n re imite
by viale Gori, via Sgambati and via di Carraia. 
Built in 1984 as a hotel, in 1998 changed its designation as 
o fices n services. e est te consists o cross s e m in
ui in o nine ove roun floors n one un er roun floor

an underground building for the technical equipements, a small 
secondary building and a storage both above ground. The gross 
usable area is 30.210 sqm above ground and 15.740 sqm 
underground. 
The property was rented by the Minister of Inner Affair and used 
by the State Police. 

500 meters away from the Aeroport and from the access road 
to A1 and A11 highways and 300 meters from the tramway 
stop on the line leading from the Aeroport to the City Centre 

Recently built estate available for major transformation 

The transformation is allowed with direct intervention 
agreement 

Strategically located near the Aeroport and the tram line 
leading to the City Centre 

1) View from Viale Gori 

2)Entrance on Viale Gori 

3) Current parking area on via di Carraia 
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4.700

4.700

5.255

4.700
1970EX CNR 1002

mq

mq

Via delle Tre Pietre

private public

02/04/2020

It is an area located in Via delle Tre Pietre on which there is a 
to er o consi er e si e ormer t e e o fice n ro ert
of the National Research Centre, but now no longer used by that 
body. The characteristics of the property, visually striking for its 
height and distinctive architecture, as well as its location, are 
such as to make it suitable to accommodate residential function 
after relatively modest construction projects. The relevant area is 
surrounded by green zones and trees, as well as ample space for 
the associated parking spaces.

At about 2 km from the airport and from the motorway exit Flor-
ence North A1 Milan-Naples, just few minutes from Florence 
Station-Castle

1) View from a distance with the characteristic tower that emerges from the context 
of a landscaped zone

2) An overview of the main building (the tower) and the body of the hall with 
auditorium

3) Entrance gate to the relevant area partly green and partly used as a car park

Implementation of parking spaces in proportion to the 
directional surface

Great visibility of the tower

Need for moderate construction projects

Agreed direct intervention

Good accessibility
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1004GUIDONI
Viale Guidoni

42.400

25.440

16.960

57.757 mq

private public

02/04/2020

1) View of a project proposal developed by the Faculty of Architecture

vervie o t e re no un eve o e erc fir re on t e e t str te ic re
of   public property, on which the Municipality is developing a hypothesis of mixed 
public-private services

3) Site plan of the design solution

Construction of service roads to the new settlement and 
redevelopment of the existing one

20% of the residential portion must be allocated to 
social housing

Creation of a mainly green public space

Distribution of parking lots along the streets, avoiding 
large concentrations

Maximum number of above ground storeys: 6/9

Proximity to places of interest such as the New Palace of 
ustice erc fir re m s

Inclusion in a developing district with high population 
density

No constraints in architectural design

Implementation plan: approval of the City Council is not 
required

Excellent accessibility

At 500 m from the Firenze Nord exit from the A1 Milan-Naples 
Highway, on the axis that connects Florence with Prato and 
Pistoia, a few minutes’ walk from the Tramway - line 2

It’s one of the few areas for the new construction by the recent 
planning of Florence. The work covers a wide area bounded by 
Viale A. Guidoni, Via A. da Schio, Via Accademia del Cimento 
and Via E.Barsanti completely free in a neighbourhood that 
has undergone a substantial change of the last decade due to 
the establishment of new strategic functions (Palace of Justice, 
the business centre of the Cassa di Risparmio, University) 
who have left the historical centre in replacement of a large 
productive abandoned area. The processing area for its location 
and for changes in the surrounding environment lends itself to 
accommodate a mix of uses with the prevalence of the intended 
o fice use inc u in t e ctivities o riv te service su emente

si nific nt ortion o resi ence use.
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3.800

3.800

10.618

4.200
1960BELLAGIO 1101

mq

mq

Via di Bellagio

private public

02/04/2020

The area includes a crafts complex at the border with the 
municipality of Sesto Fiorentino, long since abandoned. 
The location, in a foothill context, and the characteristics of 
adjacent areas which are predominantly residential, permit the 
transformation of the surface in a settlement for residential 
use, creating a small public parking with trees and dedicating a 
portion of the surface to social services and recreational facilities 
for the district. In this case it has already been developed and 
shared with the local administration, a project that provides two-
storey buildings, with the row arrangement type and large areas 
of adjacent private and communal green spaces. The architecture 
aims to recreate a modern context, but in harmony with the 
surrounding rural housing.

At 500 meters from the Railway station of Firenze-Castello, 
about 4 km from the Firenze Nord exit of A1 Milan-Naples 
highway, along the route that connects Florence with Prato and 
Sesto Fiorentino

 Foothills and residential context

The project requires special attention, due to the 
landscape’s particular value.  

Finding a share of social housing 

Expansion and new lighting of a stretch of via di 
Bellagio is to be carried out

Public car park with trees is to be made

To make and give in to municipality a small social and 
recreational service

Proximity to the Ville Medicee of Castello, Petraia, 
Careggi

Good accessibility

No building restrictions on reconstruction

Implementation Plan: no approval of the City Council is 
required

1) The area is located at the foot of the hills north of Florence, (Careggi, Castello) 
and a project has already been developed on it

e ro ect inc u es resi enti units o i erent cuts s re over t o floors
with large appurtenant green spaces

3) The architecture is geared towards energy sustainability and types that recall the 
rural construction, with extensive use of exposed brick
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3.438

3.300
1950/60GIULIANI 1104

mq

mq

Via Reginaldo Giuliani

private public

2.000

1.000

1.000

02/04/2020

The area is part of a consolidated historical system, predominantly 
for production use, that develops between the railway and via 
R. Giuliani, already the subject of several important episodes 
of reconversion to residential use. The area is for the most part 
abandoned and has a high coverage ratio, it is in fact almost 
completely clogged. The front along Via R. Giuliani does not exceed 
t o floors structures on t e r i re in oor con ition. e
transformation envisaged by the planning rules has the aim of 
a complete reorganization of the area re-establishing the proper 
relationship between empty and full areas, proper accessibility, and 
inserting uses that maintain the right mix of functions in the area, 
therefore, commercial and industrial ones; The Municipality has 
over time developed some general studies, aimed at identifying 
guidelines for the recovery of this delicate area

In the North-West of Florence, adjacent to the Firenze-Rifredi 
railway station and about 3 km from the Firenze Nord of the 
Milan-Naples A1 highway

1) View of one of the entrances on Via Reginaldo Giuliani

2) View of the building line along the Via R. Giuliani

3) View from above of the building

Construction of a pedestrian path between Giuliani and 
the road network along the Railway

Reconstruction of alignments along the main roads

imum num er o over roun floors o t e recon-
structed buildings: 3

Proximity to the Florence-Rifredi station

Area with a commercial and tertiary orientation

Implementation plan: approval of the City Council is not 
required

Excellent accessibility
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2.500

2.500

2.500

1.265

2.500
1500/1950SANT’AGNESE 1222

mq

mq

2.500

Via Guelfa, 79

P
or

tic
o

Portineria

Cappella

Centrale termica

Corte
Corte

Cucina

h=3.15

H=3.83

h=3.90

h=1.90

h=3.80

h=2.00

h=5.80

h=3.80

A.S.P. BIGALLO
Azienda pubblica di Servizi alla Persona

Piano terra - stato attuale feb. 2010scala ---

via Guelfa, 79

Superficie lorda complessiva: mq 850 ca

Locali non utilizzati: mq 190 ca

ui in i entifie s u tur sset

private public

The settlement of the allowed functions is alternative

02/04/2020

The building, located in Via Guelfa, consisting of four buildings 
arranged as a quadrangle around a central exclusive garden, 
has been home to a structure of hospitalisation for self-reliant 
older women. The original nucleus consists of a sixteenth century 
arcade, now walled up, present in the east wing, and the chapel, 
part of which probably is coeval with the arcade; the elevation 
and the construction of the other wings, as well as the installation 
of the central garden, date back to the Fifties and Sixties. 
Today the complex is no longer adequate to accommodate the 
reception business, it is therefore expected to be able to insert 
different uses, even as an alternative to one another: residence, 
o fices tourist ccommo tion ctivities in ccor nce it t e
characteristics of the original historical nucleus.

A few minutes’ walk from the train station of Santa Maria 
Novella, next to the Avenues of the Ring Road

1) View of the courtyard

2) Architectural detail

3) Complex general plan

Finding of appurtenant parking spaces to the extent 
re uire t e s ecifie estin tion

re imin r verific tion ssessin t e com ti i it o
the new features with the architectural structure

Architectural features of merit

Presence of a central courtyard with garden

Direct building intervention with agreement

Proximity to the train station of Santa Maria
Novella and the historical centre
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4.500

7.303

4.500
1950ZANELLA 1224

mq

mq

4.500

Via Giacomo Zanella

pprroossppeettttoo  ssuudd  |  scala 1:650

1
1

PRIVATOPUBBLICO

private public

02/04/2020

The transformation involves a set of craft workshops mainly 
located in the interior of a freestanding block with access from 
Via G. Zanella, near the district of Oltrarno. The premises are no 
longer suitable for the activity that takes place in them, especially 
because of accessibility problems with heavy vehicles that have 
to stop for loading and unloading in Via G. Zanella. A complete 
transformation is proposed with a comprehensive change of use 
of the private service assets, which includes a wide range of 
activities that do not require constant the permanent presence 
of people and at the same time do not generate an excessive 
planning strain, with the recovery of the buildings forming the 
historic backdrop and the demolition and reconstruction of the 
remainder. The image below refers to a maximum study of the 
distribution of buildings and open spaces

In the western part of the centre of Florence in proximity to the 
r m ine n to t e ree i orence is ivorno

1) View of the complex

2) Views of the current state

resent tion e flets it scen rio or unction re istri ution

nsertion o r in ots in ro ortion to t e o fice
surface

The project requires special attention, due to 
landscape’s particular value

r e re covere it ossi i it o r in

Direct building intervention with agreement

Proximity to the district of Oltrarno and the ring roads
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BARTOLOMMEI 12 37
Via Cavour

3.000

1.200

1.800

1.124

3.000

1800

private

ui in i entifie s u tur sset

mq

mq

public

02/04/2020

The transformation involves a building located in Via Cavour, 
now not in use; until January 2014 the bulding hosted a bank 
it n te er or customers n irection o fices t t e
u er floors. e ui in no n s o rto ommei s
remarkable architectonical characteristics and is subject to 
architectural heritage protection law. Throughout the years it 
has been submitted to functional interventions pertaining to 
its use and inside it presents both decorative and dimensional 
iversific tion o t e s ces t t e roun floor r e n fine
common re s c n e oun i e t t e u er floors t e s ces
resent o er eve ei t in o s n finis in . or t ese

characteristics it can have different functions: commercial at the 
roun floor n me nine n irection t t e u er floors.

A few minutes walk from Santa Maria Novella Railway Station, 
. oren o un er roun r in n i uomo

One of the few buildings for commercial purposes al-
lowed in the historical centre

Centrally located

Building of architectonic interest in good conditions

Direct building intervention with agreement

1) View of Via Cavour 

nimetr o t e roun secon n t ir floor

3) Some internal details of historic architectonical interest
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EX CASERMA REDI 1242
Via Venezia, Via Cherubini, Via Micheli

8.600

8.600

8.833

8.600

1300

private

mq

mq

public

01/02/2021

The Redi barrack is located in the ancient Maglio convent, 
planned in 1294 by Frà Angelo da Nipozzano, an architect monk 
belonging to the Dominican order. In 1865 it was occupied by 
the Bersaglieri  Division (marksmen), and later became the Army 
medical school, keeping this designation until nowadays.  The 
main relevant elements of the estate are: the big cloister, the war 
memorial, the imposing wrought-iron fence, the conference and 
meeting hall. The building, now underused, could be recuperated 
t rou t e ssi nment to n o fice esi n tion ic is
considered the most appropriate for this property due to the 
particular characteristics of the real estate, its excellent location 
in the historical centre and its excellent accessibility thanks to its 
position next to the boulevard ring.

Nearby the Viali di circonvallazione (ring roads); a few minutes 
walk from Santa Maria Novella Railway station

Strategic location: in the city centre and close to the ring 
roads

Presence of a wide central courtyard 

Building of high hystoric architectonical value

Direct building intervention with agreement

1) Overview of the complex with the wide central courtyard

2) View of the central cloister

3) View of the auditorium
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